Talend Joins Cloud Leaders in OpenAPI Initiative to Further API Standards and Interoperability
March 28, 2018
OpenAPI Initiative (OAI) Comprised of 30+ Leading Cloud Vendors including Google, IBM, Oracle, RedHat & SAP; Membership Also Secures Talend’s
Leadership in the Linux Foundation
REDWOOD CITY, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Mar. 28, 2018-- Talend (NASDAQ: TLND), a global leader in cloud and big data integration solutions,
today announced its new membership in the OpenAPI Initiative (OAI), a consortium of forward-thinking industry experts that recognizes the value of
standardizing how web APIs are defined and utilized to drive industry adoption, interoperability and best practices. Restlet, a cloud-based API design
and testing platform for developers, acquired by Talend in November 2017, was a founding member of the OAI in November 2015. At that time, its goal
was to create an opportunity for the API community to unite around a common language that facilitates the integration among various API tools offered
by both open source projects and commercial vendors. Notable additions to OAI since its founding include Apiary (now part of Oracle), which is
leading the API Blueprint project, and MuleSoft, which is leading the RAML project.
“We view the Linux Foundation as a vibrant ecosystem, similar to the Apache Software Foundation, which we’re also heavily invested in for the
development of Apache Beam. Talend has a vested interest in building a community-driven API governance organization that is backed by major
vendors and business actors,” said Ciaran Dynes, SVP of Products at Talend. “As the API ecosystem extends to the enterprise and the Data
ecosystem, our collaboration with the OAI around API standards will promote interoperability, foster closer collaboration, and ultimately further
developer innovation and success.”
Today’s digital and fiercely competitive marketplace has several driving forces:

Omnichannel customer experience adapting to evolving customer demands, leading to the proliferation of apps, mobile and
digital devices, powered by APIs;
Exponential growth in the volume and variety of data captured by devices and other systems incorporated into analytics
systems via ingestion APIs;
A rapidly evolving open source and cloud native technology ecosystem.
Nearly every application uses APIs to connect with corporate data sources, third party data services or other applications, making them “the glue”
within modern data architectures. Creating a clearly described, universally agreed upon format for API services that is vendor neutral, portable and
open is critical. As an OAI member, Talend will look for effective ways to promote and increase the visibility and use of API standards within the open
source ecosystem, as well as augment their use within the Talend Data Fabric platform to benefit customers and partners.
"The OpenAPI Initiative is on an important mission to define and promote a vendor neutral description format understandable by humans and
machines," said Ole Lensmar, Chairman of the OAI Business Governance Board. "Restlet was one of the founding members of our organization and
now that it has joined with Talend’s broader data integration portfolio, we expect new, more advanced applications of the OpenAPI Specification to
emerge that will help drive the full API lifecycle.”
As part of its OAI participation, Talend will also become a member of the Linux Foundation, which is dedicated to building sustainable ecosystems
around open source projects to accelerate technology development and commercial adoption.
“We’re thrilled to welcome Talend—a company founded on the premise of putting open source at the core of its entire product portfolio—toThe Linux
Foundation," said Jim Zemlin, executive director of The Linux Foundation. "Talend continues to contribute to several open source projects including
the OpenAPI Initiative and fosters growth of the broader community. We very much look forward to collaborating with them on projects and initiatives in
the years to come."
OAI is composed of more than 30 members, including Atlassian, Google, IBM, Microsoft, MuleSoft, Oracle/Apiary, 3Scale/RedHat, SAP, and other
leaders in the API ecosystem. The Linux Foundation hosts a wide range of open source projects in its ecosystem, such as CNCF, Cloud Foundry,
NodeJS, JS foundation, ODPi, Linux and more.
For more information about Talend and its complete portfolio of open source-based, cloud and big data integration solutions visit www.talend.com or
the Talend blog.
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About Talend
Talend (NASDAQ: TLND) is a global leader in cloud and big data integration solutions that helps companies turn data into a strategic asset that
delivers real-time, organization-wide insight into customers, partners, and operations. Through its open, native, and unified integration platform, Talend
delivers the data agility required for companies to meet the constantly evolving demands of modern business. With Talend, companies can easily
scale their data infrastructure and rapidly adopt the latest technology innovations in cloud and big data. Talend’s solutions support over 1500 global
enterprise customers including AstraZeneca, GE, HP Inc. and Lenovo, across a range of industries. Talend has also been recognized as a leader in its
field multiple times by leading analyst firms, as well as several industry and data trade publications including InfoWorld and SD Times. For more
information, please visit www.talend.com and follow us on Twitter: @Talend.
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